Lesson 2: Help Cloud Use a Serious Face and Voice
Objective: Children will demonstrate how to use a Serious Face and Voice to express mad feelings
in a positive, helpful way.
Character Principle: Be Respectful
SEL Competency: Self-Management
Vocabulary: Serious Face and Voice, serious
Materials: Cloud with Mad Feeling tucked in pouch, all the Kimochis® Characters
1. Show Cloud’s mad face. Pull the Mad Feeling from his pouch. Say, “Remember
how Cloud taught us to use a calm-down breath when we feel mad so we are not
unkind? Let’s all practice the calm-down breath.”
2. Say, “Cloud is going to teach us another tool to help us have mad feelings without
being mean. It’s called Serious Face and Voice. This tool tells people that what we are
saying is very important.”
3. Demonstrate a Serious Face (wide eyes that communicate what you are saying is important).
Say, “We make a Serious Face by making our eyes big and wide. Look at me. You try it.”
4. Say, “Now listen to my Serious Voice.” Use slow, stretched speech that communicates that your
message is important as you say, “I feel so mad.”
5. Say, “Now you say it with me, ‘I feel so mad.’ ” Practice other sentences with a Serious Face and Voice:
“I feel mad because I ripped my picture.” “I feel mad because I couldn’t go on the swing.”
6. Put all the Kimochis® Characters in the center of the circle. Say, “Now you can help Cloud use his
Serious Face and Voice with his friends.”
7. Say, “When you know what Cloud could say to his friend, raise your hand.” Act out the following:
• Huggs keeps tickling Cloud and Cloud nicely asks him to stop, but Huggs doesn’t.
• Cat is bossing Cloud.
• Bug invites all the Kimochis® to play, but he forgets to include Cloud.
8. Call on a child with a raised hand. Have that child hold Cloud and answer, “I feel so mad …”
9. Tell children that when you see they need help expressing mad feelings, you will give them the
Mad feeling pillow as a reminder to use a Serious Face and Voice.

Lesson 3: Plan for Mad Moments
Objective: Children will negotiate conflicts using words before seeking help.
Character Principle: Be Responsible
SEL Competency: Self-Management
Vocabulary: Express
Materials: Mad Feeling
1. Do this lesson on the playground or near a play area that frequently creates mad feelings. You can
also do this at a central learning area in the classroom.
2. Show the Mad Feeling and say, “Remember that it is okay if you feel mad, but it is not okay to be mean.
We’re going to make a plan to help you express mad feelings wherever they happen, like on
the playground.”
3. Pass the Mad Feeling to a child who can name something that creates mad feelings. For example,
“In the dress-up area, I feel mad when I always have to be the baby.”
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